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with the onset of the Civil War, the Golden Age of
the Free People of Color came to a crashing end.
Despite the fact that in the decade 1850-1859 they came
under increasing attack from the dominant whites, their
gross wealth in land holdings alone increased from $4.5
million to $5.5 million. But like many whites they
were forced to sell at auction much of the real estate
to payoff small tax liens. And of course the value of
their wealth in slaves was wiped out. It was socially
that their loss was greatest as they were lumped with
former slaves, the freedmen.
Nonetheless, they had been a cohesive force and
continued their efforts to overturn the degregationist
movement of the Post-Bellum era. The stubborn Creoles
of Color focused on public accommodation and education.
They set up the famous case of Plessey vs. Ferguson,
(1896) which ended in failure for their cause when in
the united states Supreme Court Justice Brown wrote,
"If one race be inferior to the other socially, the
Constitution cannot put them on the same plane." This
was to be the state of affairs until 1960.
In the years between ' the Creoles of Color led the
efforts · to overturn segregation in New Orleans and
exert political power. I have only time tonight to
observe that the last three mayors of New Orleans have
been direct descendants of les Gens de Couleur Libres.

ABOUT A BEST SELLER
April 21. 1997

J. Vincent Aug

The note came in the mail from Tom Gephart "J.
Vincent Aug is informed that he has been select~d to
read a paper ... " Two years had gone by so fast 1 . I had
anticipated this a little bit and had made some brief
excursions to the Public Library for inspiration, when
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Bnt ~~·u.~t Ancient
I saw on television an,Arts' .
History Program that p1qued y 1ntere.st.
to 0 e of 0
Club's
kn ew that I must confora
ab t
I really know
traditions--not to write
ou s o As a
tter of fact,
something about, ~uch a~ the law. e.retofore have
I enjoy entering Into fIelds that
t to write
pretty much been out of my ken. So,
about?
, ed a card and then a
sometime later I rece~v ,
'
for the title of
telephone call fr?m BObl:a~k~pn~~~!~~ in the notice
my paper sO,that 1~ cou
e
for the Apr11 meet1ng.
I

Well, by this time I had , given up on ~ original
i dea concluding that the subJect
tter was too
,
comprehensive
and comp I'1ca t e d to be handled in a paper
that again, traditionally, should be read in forty to
forty-five minutes.
I had, however, decided on
y subj ect, narrowed
the scope of my still as yet unwritten paper and now
proceeded to measure up to another Club tradition--the
ambiguous, uninformational title.
1 looked at the
titles of the March papers:
"1 Can Do Anything!" by A.
William Schreiner, "Episodes" by Hans Z ' ar, "Ciao,
Paddy!" by Joseph P. Tomain, "0 CUrsed Lust for God" by
George Riveschel, Jr. and finally "Budget" by John R.
Newstedt.

with this as a guideline and inspiration , I came
up with "About A Best Seller". I called Bob atkins,
advised him of my choice, and knew that I ad satisfied
the tradition when he said "I haven't any idea what
your paper will be about." And, 1 suspect , you all
agree with that.
As you will see shortly, however, if I just change
one small word in the title, everyone in
' s room will
instantly know what the paper is about.
It is about the best selling book in the uni ted
states--fifteen to sixteen illion per year, co pared
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to its nearest rival, one million si~ hundred thousand
hard copies and four million two hundred thousand
paperbacks. It contains over eight hundred thousand
words, over thirty-one thousand verses. It has been
translated into 349 different languages. As you all
can surmise by now, if I had changed the title from
"About A Best Seller" to About The Best Seller", you
would all have known that I was writing about the
Bible.
While the Bible is called by such names as "The
Good Book", the Bible is really not a book, but a
collect"ion of books. Depending on whose book you are
reading, it could contain for example, 24 books in the
Hebrew Scripture, 46 books in the Roman Catholic Old
Testament, and 39 Books in the Protestant Old
Testament.
Some books are as short as a half page. The 150
Psalms are each no longer than most encyclopedia
articles. One of the larger books--Jeremiah--is
roughly the length of today's short novel. Regardless
of the length, however, each is called a book. The
Bible, therefore, is not so much a book as it is a
collection--a collection of little books glued
together. No one person sat down and labored to
produce this large volume. Instead, it is the
accumulation of writings produced over centuries by
many different authors.
The history of the Bible did not end with the
writings of the last of the books. Once the books of
the Old and New Testament were written someone had to
determine whether or not they were divinely inspired
and so qualified as canons or sacred scripture. The
final canon of the New Testament was not set until late
in the Fourth century. Later the sacred texts had to
be copied and recopied and great care had to be taken
to establish that they were free from scrivener error
and to translate those texts into languages that
everyone could understand.
In the beginning, biblical truths were passed down
by word of mouth. Later, they were written on scrolls
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a nd books of parchment and papyrus and fLnally, paper.
Today the Bible can be and is sent electronically by
c omputer.
The number of authoritative books on the Bible
v aries in different religious tradit ions. The
Samaritans recognized only Genesis ,
odus, Leviticus,
Numbers and Deuteronomy. These five along with
n ineteen others make up the Hebrew Scri pture. The
authoritative version of these books, known as the
Masoretic text, is arranged in three qro pings: the
Law, the Prophets and the Writ ings"
e Law comprises
the Five Books accepted by the S
The
Writings include the remaining boo
us , the Hebrew
Canon comprises twenty-four books .
Historically, Protestant
ave regarded
the Hebrew Scripture as the ir 0
~' ~'~~- ent, though
di fferently ordered and with sev
ks divided
making a total of thirty- nine
' th the addition
of another twenty-seven books-stament, the
Bible used by Protestants con~~~ --....~ ...y -six books
(Samuel, Kings, Ezra, Nehemi ah,
nic les, are
divided into two books each
v e is broken
i nto twelve separate books ) .
The Roman Catholic Cb
an enlarged Old
Testament comprising addit i
and parts of
books that are found in the
--The Greek
translation of the Hebre S
t was widely
us ed in the early church.
of the
rt of the
Septuagint conta in
Protestant Canon,
iDles printed as
e Old Testament
the Apocrypha.
~~~~~~ books of the New
includes fort y-s,'
e stament-- in
A nwaber

B.C. and 2
even ins
Habre B" ~e

o

as

.lpac::::-nu

ro antic s o ,
Testament Books.

between 300
tructive and
canon of the
~--~ 'l:red' and are
e histories,
dit ions to Old
them are
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concerned with the fate of Israel and the struggle
against idolatry in an age when prophecy was believed
to have ended. There is no standard list of books of
the Apocrypha, but the number of books is ge.nerally set
at thirteen.
Although considered extra-canonical by the Jews,
the Apocrypha was included in the Septuagint. The
Roman Catholic Bible follows the Septuagint and adds
the Apocrypha to the Old Testament. Protestant Bibles
do not but some present the books as an appendix.
The history of the Bible started thousands of
years ago. Before the Bible there was the Oral
Tradition. The stories of Genesis and Exodus, the
stories of floods and creation endured for centuries
before being written down. These were treasured and
passed along as part of an oral tradition that was
common to cultures throughout the Ancient Near East.
For the Hebrews, the oral tradition was a way of
recording their history and faith. The Israelites are
thought to have begun writing down their oral
literature and history during the reign of David in the
10th century B.C.
However, they paid far greater attention to the
written word after the fall of Jerusalem to thO
e
Babylonians in the 6th Century B.C. Realizing they
were at risk of losing touch with their oral history,
traditions and developing faith, the Israelites put
everything in writing. Some of those records came to
be recognized as holy and became known as the books of
the Hebrew Bible--the Old Testament, The Pentateuch a
Greek word for the five scrolls, the Torah, the books
of Moses: Genesis, Exodus, Leviticus, Numbers and
Deuteronomy.
~he Hebrew Bible relates history from the
creat1on, though the origin of the Jewish race with
Abraham, ~o.the death of Moses. It is revered as one
of the sp1r1tual and literary classics of civilization.

and h~:n~:~~l;e1l~e~~e ~tory O Of the ancestors of Moses
.
ra among these ancestors was
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Abraham and so his story--includ ing facts
ancesto~s and descendants--is centra1 to
i
It
has two different stories of the creati
of
aa, two
accounts of the numbers of animals ~
e Ark,
two stories of the Covenant with Abrah
.any other
repetitions known to scholars as -do lets· •• .ore about
these later.
Exodus is the story of the great triba epic of
liberation. It's main role is occupied by.aD. A
resistant Pharaoh, a series of plagues and a dramatic
escape through the Red Sea are all incl ded.
e book
concludes with the Israelites in the ilderness at the
foot of Mount Sinai. Moses was at the top of the
mountain receiving instructions fro God, . cl ding the
Ten Commandments. It is an instruction for the future
with the rite of the Passover and the en Co
presenting the tribe with Obligat ions they
forget.
Leviticus is the Book of the Levites , the priestly
tribe of Israel. It lays out in detail a socia l and
religious code by which Israel is to be governed.
It's
purpose is to purge the people of their paganis by
making God's presence among them the center of their
daily lives. The people had spent four hundred years
in Egypt and were corrupted by Egyptian practices and
superstitions, as the incident of the Golden calf in
Exodus shows.
Numbers, named for the census taken at Sinai, is
better titled as "In the Wilderness". This is the book
of the years of wandering after God inflicts his
punishment on the people for their disloyalty.
It has
also been called the "Book of the Murmurings- because
it is permeated with the discontent of
e people
condemned to die in the desert before seeing the
Promised Land.
Deuteronomy (The Second Law) is
with Moses' final address to the pea
Ten Commandments and preparing thea
the Promised Land. He emphasizes tha
them a land of their own as had been

______ .................. v ••

\,.u

~ne

effect that modern scholars attribute the biblical
writings to at least 40 men and women--obviously, too
big an assignment for a forty minute paper.
In the
course of that pursuit, however, I did become
acquainted with a smaller segment of that question--Who
wrote the Books of Moses?
Over the past 200 years, scholars have come to
believe that the Five Books of Moses were not written
by Moses, but by a skillfully edited compilation of
four separate sources.
According to tradition, Moses was not only the
central figure in the first five books of the Bible,
but the sole author as well.
In fact, the tradition of
Moses authorship was so solidly a part of the JudeoChristian heritage that it stood unchallenged until the
17th Century.
since ancient times, however, individuals have
problems with this tradition. As early as
the Th1rd Century, scholars noted peculiarities in the
text. As noted before, events in the stories of the
Creation. and the Flood, for example, are presented
twice with conflicting detail. Moses goes to the tent
of · the Tabernacle (Exodus 33:7) before it is built
(Exodus 35:10-11) and at the end of Deuteronomy, Moses
own death and burial are described, bringing the
authorship of that passage into doubt.
encoun~ered
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Early scholars explainedothes~ in~~~~ist~~~~~:
with a:9uable ~heories, som~~~~i~ ~:~~~s ~OYl edge of
n arrat1ve deta11s, and datttr71S ofghis own death to his
f uture events, such as e a~
p rophetic powers.
In following centuries scholar s theori zed that
l ater editors had added mat~rial to M~~ ' text but
t hey maintained that Moses was the pr
l p al author of
t he Pentateuch.
Finally, in the 17th Century ,
p hilosopher, Thomas Hobbes, stated
p robably did not write most of the
s oon echoed by others, who suppo
i ncreasing1y large body of ev idence,
t ext's repeated use of the te rm
obviously referring to a time e
e vents being described.

glish
i g ht that Moses
t euch. He was
ei r view with an
~ l uding the
" s day",
e r that of the

Later, in the 17th Cent ury,
French theologian,
e of the
Richard Simon, suggested t hat
Pentateuch was Mosaic, but tha ~~~ et s, acting as
s cribes, had added other o ld
i t, working under
t he guidance of the Holy s p i r o
t he 18th Century,
s cho1ars built on Simon's th
studying stories
t hat are told twice in t h e ~~~·te~~
As the scholars
e xamined these papers, kno
l ets, they
d iscovered that in one vers o
c h story the deity
i s re!erred to as YahWeh ,
e other version as
God.
In addition, stor i es
e name Yahweh share
c haracteristics of langua e
ints of view that
stories using the word
Such differences
l ed to the belief that
sources had been
c ombined.
Early in the 19 th
are triplets, as wel l
i ndicating three s o
d emonstrated that the

significantly from
and a theory of four
theologian, Julius We llUQ.~~
e a rlier scholars, es tabli

was shown that there
on the text,
t hereafter, it was
Deuteronomy differs
eding four books ,
ed . The German
oned up the work of
order in which the
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sources were probably written, and won widespread
~cceptance for the theory.
Called the Documentary Hypothesis, the theory
which is the prevailing view today,. holds that the
Pentateuch is the result of the artful weaving of four
sources that were written over the course of five
centuries. Scholars have named the sources, J, E, 0,
and ' .P , and have come to some concl us ions about them.
The oldest source is the J account, J being
derived from the German spelling of Yaweh (Javeh).
Scholars believe it was probably written in the lOth
Century B.C. during the rule of David or Solomon.
The E source was probably written during the
period .of the divided kingdom, some two centuries later
than the J account. It is called E because the text
refers to God as Elohim (Hebrew for "God"). E
emphasizes the covenant and focuses on the leadership
of the prophets, especially Moses, in contrast to J,
which stresses the monarchy.
The 0 source material is primarily found in
Deuteronomy. It is cast in the form of a farewell
speech by Moses to the Israelites on the eve of their
entry into Canaan, and contains a summary of what
happened to the Israelites since leaving Mount Sinai
and a discourse on the Law. It ends with a description
of the death and burial of Moses.
The P source or Priestly source has been variously
dated from before, during or shortly after the
Babylonian Exile. In P, the consecrated Priest plays
the central role in the lives of the people, and he,
rather than the prophets of J and E, is their link with
God.
Religious opposition to this type of investigation
persisted during the Nineteenth Century. William
Robertson Smith, a professor of old Testament in .the
Free Church of Scotland College at Aberdeen and editor
of the Encyclopedia Britannica, wrote articles in the
encyclopedia and published articles by Willhausen. He
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was put on trial before his Church. He vas cleared of
heresy but was expelled from his chair.
In South
Africa, John Plenso, an Anglican bishop , published
similar conclusions. He was ca lled -the icked
bishop."
~n the Twentieth Century, things began to change.
For Catholics, there had been cons iderab e opposition
to this type of investigation in the catholic Church,
but a major turning point was the encyclical of Pope
pius XII in 1943. In it, the Pope encouraged scholars
to pursue knowledge about Biblica l writers, for "those
writers· were the living and reasonable ins.truaent of
the Holy Spirit."

. opposition to the critical exaaination of the
Bible has also diminished among Protestants. The Bible
has come to be studied and taught by critical scholars
in leading Protestant Universities in Europe, Great
Britain and the United states. Crit ical ex ination of
the texts and its authors also has beco e accepted by
leading Jewish institutions.
Until the past generation there were Orthodox
Christian and Jewish scholars who contested the
Documentary Hypothesis. At present, howe ver, there is
hardly a biblical scholar in the wo r ld working actively
on the problem, who would claim that the Five Books of
Moses were written by Moses--or by anyone person.
scholars argue about ,the number of different
authors who wrote any given book. They argue about ,
when the various documents were written, and about
whether a particular verse belongs to this or that
document. They express varying degrees of satisfaqtion
or dissatisfaction with the usefulness of the
hypothesis for literary or histor ical purposes. But
the hypothesis itself continues to be the starting
point of research. No serious stUdent of the Bible can
fail to study it, and no other explanation of the
evidence has come close to chal lenging i t.
The critical analysis of authorship has also
extended beyond the Five Books of oses and bas touched
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every book of the Bible. In our own day, new tools and
methods have produced important contributions. New
methods of linguistic analysis, developed largely
within the past several decades have made it possible
to establish relative chronology of portions of the
Bible and to measure and describe characteristics of
biblical Hebrew in various periods. In the simplest
terms, Moses was farther from the language of much of
the Five Books than Shakespeare was from Modern
English. Also, there has been an archaeological
revelation, which has yielded important discoveries
that must now figure into any research into the Bible's
authors.
In 1947 while searching for a lost goat among the
barren cliffs near the Dead Sea and the ruins of Qumran
a young Bedouin accidentally discovered a treasure; the
first of the manuscripts that came to be known as the
Dead Sea Scrolls. The cave was given the identity of
Cave I, and its cache would soon be eclipsed by the
most spectacular finds of all from a cave identified as
Cave 4, including the oldest surviving books of the
Bible--dating from the Third Century B.C.
Included in the discovery were portions of a list
of almost all of the Old Testament Books. They were
preserved on hundreds of leather and papyrus scrolls.
.
The settlement at Qumran had been founded in the
m~d-second Century B.C. There a Jewish sect identified
w~th the Essenes, lived.
The Essenes were a Jewish
sect descended from an ancient line of high priests
They forsook civilization for an ascetic life.
•
An Associated Press article entitled "A Fresh Look
At T~e Dead Sea Scrolls" published in the Cincinnati
~nqu~~er last Monday (4/14/97) describes the
~nhab~tants of Qumran as follows:

T~ey were fastidiously clean and took frequent
lived in desert caves, which
they dug from a mixture of limestone, clay and
sand--a sophisticated method of first-century B.C.
climate control.

rltual baths. They
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The caves of these secretive scholar- onks h elped
preserve their great achievem~t , the . Dead Sea
Scrolls, according to recent d1scover1es abou~ the
day-to-day life of the Essenes" an extr e
breakaway Jewish sect.
Findings include a contract writt~ on a . ~t~ery
shard, discovered last year.
In 1t, an 1n1t1ate
turned over his orchard and a s lave to the
community known as nYahad, · (Hebrew for
"together"), which was part- onastery and part
modern-day Kibbutz, where oney and property are
pooled.
"This was an acceptance form for a ne
ember,"
said Janet Amitai, an archaeologist , who is
organizing an international gathering of scroll
scholars, to be held at the Israel Museum on July
20-25.
"A cult is a cult, 2,000 years ago and today, " she
said.
The conference, marking the 50th anniversary of
the finding of the first scroll by a Bedouin Arab
in 1947, will provide a forum for the~ries about
one of the most significant archaeological
discoveries this century.
The scrolls and artifacts discov ered at Qumran
demonstrate the central place the readinq and studying
Scriptures, held within the community. The settlement
came to a violent end at the hands of the Ro ans in 68
A.D. during their drive to crush the J e wi s h revol t
again$t Rome that had begun two years earlier. But the
sect left behind a rich legacy, not for its own
generation, but for the distant future.
In the peri od
before the Roman soldiers stormed the site, the
inhabitants of the community gathered up their own
precious library, placed it in clay jars, a~d
transported the jars to nearby caves. Safely tucked
away for centuries in their rocky shelters lay a
veritable treasure trove of writing preserved on
hundreds of scrolls.
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An exciting example of the archeological
.
revelations lies in the story of the seal of Jerem1ah's
scribe. Jeremiah prophesied in Judah beginning about
622 B.C. Jeremiah dictated his prophecies directly to
his friend and scribe Baruch. It is thought by some
that Baruch is actually the author of much of the book
of Jeremiah. But whether he was the recorder, the
author, or collaborator, it is important to take note
of the fabulous archeological find concerning him which
was made in 1980. The archeologist Nachman Avigad
published a picture of clay seal impressions which he
had acquired. The date of the seals and the clay can
be dated by today's technology. The seal impression
that Avigad published 1s in a Hebrew script of the late
Seventh and early Eighth Century B.C. Its translation
reads "belonging to Baruch, son of Neriah, the scribe."

It was the first archeological discovery ever of
an object that was identifiable as having belonged to
someone who is mentioned in the Bible. It is in effect
his signature. Thus, after 26 centuries, the modern
world has uncovered and possesses a tangible link to
the Bible.
Today Bible scholarship is a field where space-age
technology meets ancient writings to · solve longstanding mysteries.
Advanced infrared imaging retrieves invisible
words ~rom a fragment of parchment. statistical
analY~1s shows correlations and discrepancies in the
phras1ng of the Pentateuch. Breakthroughs in DNA
research make it possible to trace the lineage of
recovered manuscripts to animals whose skins were used
to make them.
. Th~ l~te 19th and 20th Centuries have witnessed
maJor b1b~1cal documentary finds. We have referred to
the most 1mportant of them, the Dead Sea Scrolls. For
the past half century, these have provided a laboratory
for cutting-edge technologies. The remains of over 800
of these scrolls are currently being probed, digitized,
analyzed-paleographically, statistically-and
meticulously pieced together.
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Before scholars can beg in to st dy
tents of
the badly fragmented Dead Sea Scrolls,
t sort
ou t which parts belong to the s ame d
In
assembling like fragments, researchers
the type
o f material used to make the s croll,
ether papyrus or
parchment, and at the relative thickness
color of
f r agments. They also match up the guide lines, or
scorings, used by the scribe to write his text evenly,
and consider the relationship o f script to lines .
Experts in scripts, called pa l e ographers, can often
assist in matching pieces by, d istinguishing the hands
of individual scribes.
The computer's ability to amass and provide r apid
access to huge amounts of data has proved extr ely
useful in several areas of b i b lical st dy. CO uters
can compare script styles, and fra ent shapes and
i dentify and chart linguistic f o ulations, such a s
repetition of words, grammatica l constructions,
punctuation, and sentence and s yllable lengths. I n
addition, computer generated concordances allo·
scholars to do searches for specific words and thereby
make close comparisons of the u s e and context of those
words in the various biblica l manuscripts.
Genet i c research provides further physical
evidence. Beginn i ng i n 1994, microbiologist Scott
wood~ard.and schol a r s at Hebr e w University isolated the
DNA 7n m7nute samples of var i ou s s c ro lls.
ALter
mul t~plY1J~g th~ J?NA and e xa mining s e v e ral key genes
the team ~dent~f ~ ed the sampl e s kins a s ostly goat'
Further res 7arch shoUld revea l the an" al herd --eve~
the very an~mal--used t o ma ke a parchment
M
'
.
oreover,
by checking th DNA
"
e
aga ~n s t g e ne tic material taken fr
an~mal bo~es at other sites in the a rea, scholars ho ~m
to establ~sh the geographic origins of the h ds
P
extrapolating from tha t information of the ~r , a~d
itse~f, and thus na il down where th~y ere wr~~en
Testlng may resolve ano the r i ssue ,
e er all ofnthe
s c rolls came from t h e Qunra m Community or if th
served as a repos~' t o ry f or docume nts originating
,
e in
caves
ot her parts of Palestine.
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Biblical scholarship now benefits from technology
developed by the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA). Whereas the eye sees only a
limited portion of the light spectrum, the use of
infrared photography extends the visible range. When
Dead Sea Scroll fragments are photographed with
infrared sensitive film, the written words appear to be
darker and backgrounds are balanced out. Technologies
developed by NASA for the space program--including
improved techniques for the remote sensing of the
earth's surface--discern even longer wave lengths in
the light spectrum than does infrared photography.
In the summer of 1994, researchers from the
Ancient Biblical Manuscript Center, Hebrew University,
and NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory were able to make
sUbstantial gains over all earlier efforts to read a
number of the most damaged Dead Sea Scrolls.
Some biblical scholars are especially interested
in obtaining precise dates for the Dead Sea Scrolls.
They believe that the dates may shed further light on
Judaism and the origins of Christianity.
Dates obtained by the paleographers can now be
compared to the results of radiocarbon dating a
~rocedure that indicates the amount of carbon:-14
lsotopes, a class of atomic element present in a
formerly living material. Carbon--14 decays at a known
rate in certain substances so that by measuring the
rate of decay of carbon--14 on a given artifact it is
pos~ible to determine a range of dates for that'
artlfact.
,In 1995, fragment from 18 Qumran documents were
examlned by a team of University of Arizona scientists
and Israel scholars. These and earlier carbon dating
~ests tended to confirm the results reached
lndepende~tl~ by paleo~raphers that the scrolls fall
large~y w~th~n the per~od of the Second Century B.C to
the F~rst Century A.D.
.
Computers have revolutionized aspects of biblical
study for both lay researchers and scholars. Todays
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software programs provide access to research .ater i als
that were previously unavailable to many ~ple, a~d
they make cross-referencing of s tudy
ter1als e aS1er.
with the right software for example, so eone reading
about the Crucifixion in Matthew 27 could type in a
command on the computer keyboard and read a Bible
scholar's commentary on the passage.
ith another
couple of keystrokes, the user might compare the
passage with the corresponding accounts in the other
Gospels, or view a map of ancient J e rusal
showing
what is traditionally believed wa s Jesus' route t o
Calvary.
The size of computerized Bibl e progra.s can range
anywhere from a single translation of the Bible to a
c ollection of the major translat ions, as ell as the
Hebrew and Greek texts. Many computerized Bibl es
d ouble as concordances that can search for and di splay
a desired base or phrase in seconds .
If the user wants
t o know how often and where a term is found in the
Bible, or a particular part of the Bible, the program
will - show that information. Someone who wants t o find
a verse that describes Jesus as a sacrificial lamb , for
i nstance, might command the program to search for the
words "lamb" and "slaughter" in t h e Ne Interpretative
Version of tpe Bible. The computer ould then s earch
t he 31,173 verses of Scripture and display the 6 in
which the two words appear togethe r.
,
, Through computer programs known as hypertexts,
b 1bl1 7al passages are linked with re lated refere nce
mater1als. Whenever researchers h ave a question about
a passage, ,they can immediately f ind out what va rious
encycloped1as, grammars, dictionar i e s, and other
r eference books have t~ say about a specific phrase or
v erse.
If t~e reader 1S concerned with co~rin the
t exts of var10US translations of t he Bible th g
ere are
'
programs, t hat show parallel portions of several
t ranslat10ns on the same screen. The parallel t exts
can be.scrolled through simultaneously for line-by-l'
compar1son of word usage and mean ing.
1ne
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New computer tools and research programs ar 7 ,
appearing continuously to help ease and deepen b~bl~cal
study.

1

What we have attempted tonight is to share with
you some of the excitement we have experienced as we
became caught up in a present day phenomenon.
"Religion is breaking out everywhere", said noted
commentator Bill Moyers, as his "Genesis" was presented
on Public Television last year.

I

A "History of God" remained on the best seller
list for more than a year. The front page of Time
Magazine dated April 8, 1996, features a picture of
Jesus and labeled it "The Search for Jesus" with the
comment "Some scholars are debunking the Gospels. Now
traditionalists are fighting back. What are Christians
to believe?" The front page of the March 24, 1997
issue of Time shows a man on a cloud looking out into
space and asks the question, "Does Heaven Exist?"
Billed as the "greatest story ever told",
"The
Bible--In the Beginning" came out just in time for
Easter. It is a video of the 1966 film which recreates
the stories of the Creation, Noah's Ark, and the Tower
of Babel. George C. Scott, Ava Gardner, Peter O'Toole
and John Huston depict the first 22 Chapters of Genesis
in the film made by Twentieth Century Fox. The Bible
Boom was the feature study of a cincinnati Enquirer
Book section on Tuesday, April 2, 1996. "What do
Norman Schwartzkopf, Patrick Buchanan, Wa1-mart, Aids,
corporate downsizing and the approaching millennium
have in common?" asked the Chicago Tribune article
featured in the Enquirer.
"A blend of turbulent times, national uncertainty
and slick marketing have combined to thrust Bible sales
to record levels" answered the article.
,
The~e ar~ 4000 versions to choose from: there are
l~ttle p~nk B~bles for women, big green cowhide Bibles
for,men, Bibles for couples who want to share the
Scr~pture on weekends.
Bibles for senior citizens and
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Bibles for youngsters who can barely read.
Bibles for the deaf, and there are C.D. Ro

There are
Bibles.

According to the American Bibl~ soc~ety, 27 h
.
t least f~ve BLbl es. T e
percent of Amer~cans own a
. tes that
industry trade paper PUblishers Week~y est
.
the average American household conta~ns 3 . 2 ~~~~s of
the Good book. A survey by Lynda1e Bouse ~ 1 S ers
which introduced a new translation of
e Bible , last
year, found that 91 percent of adu l ts ~
a Blble.
e ost
How many Bibles are sold each year? ,
es sold is
widely accepted gauge of the numbe r of
ets.
the number of Bibles sold through r e
'
t o amount
These so called "trade sales" c an be
that for
to about 500 million a year.
It is
more are
every one sold through a trackabl e -~~~sold through some untraceable s o
~~~ such as
Bible
the American Bible society, The I
m::_~:-s of
Society and the Gideons distr ib te
Bi bles each year.
The publishers
a i med at teenagers, says that
a huge role in the successful
is a strong focus on sex.
publisher stated that "I t .
at t~t
teenagers to read the Ser '
es and to
em as a
means of conveying a st ro
essage abo t 5
al
abstinence. It conta ins 40 full color pages that
attract teenagers. It
es very brigh t
r s , the
kind of things that they would see in the '
een
magazines. One of the c olor pages tuc
between
Chronicles 13 and 14 presents teens wi
to "worst lines" of
o1 escent attempts a
"Line:
Ans:
" Li ne :

I ' 11 j

cal l

Here ' s
BY e T"il.-br:Jdor

Ans.
That'
tonight neither

someone e l se .-

ere
is

doing it."
e. I'm not dOLng i t, and
(Smile)
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"Line:

I've never wanted anyone as much as I want

you."
Ans: That's wonderful. Let's pray now and ask
God to bless this relationship.
"Line:
Ans:

Nobody's going to care"
O.K.

Let's go ask my Dad.

As I completed my reading in preparation for this
paper, I asked myself this question:
"What do you consider to be the most important
message contained in the Bible?"
The answer to this I find in Matthew 7:12:
"However you want people to treat you, so treat
them ... "
And again, in Matthew 22:35-40:
"You shall love your neighbor as yourself."
And again in Paul's Letter to the Romans 13:8-10:
"You shall love your neighbor as yourself."
Just think, a world of no wars, no violence, no
hatred, no prejudice!
24 books, 39 books plus the New Testament, 46
books plus the New Testament, 800,000 words, 31,000
verses, 40 or more authors, 349 translations ,
com~uters, space technology, sales in the millions of
cop~es, the world's best seller.
As is said in Peter 1:24
The grass withers, and the flower falls, but the
abides forever."

word of the Lord
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OPHTHALMOLOGY REVIS ITED :

THE HISTORY Of OPHTHALMOLOGY
IN CINCINNATI ( 182 7- 1997 )
April 28. 1997

Ta ylor Asbury. M.D.

The medical history of Ci nc innat i i s v ery
impressive as would be expected for a ci t y that was
large and dominant over a wide section of the country,
truly the Queen City of the west d uring the nineteenth
century. This was a period when there wa s litt l e
medical practice west of Cincinnat i .
Ophthalmology appeared as a specialty i n the early
part of the nineteenth century during an era in which
specialization was not extensive. Some co i ned it
with general surgical or medical practice , and only
gradually did become associated with ear , nose and
throat. The midwest was somewhat behind the east coast
in developing specialties and the benefits that derive,
despite the old tongue in cheek adage that def i nes a
specialist as "one who knows ore and more abou t less
and less." This really does not denote a realistic

